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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new maximum-likelihood
(ML) target localization approach which uses quantized sensor
data as well as wireless channel statistics in a wireless sensor
network. The novelty of our approach comes from the fact that
statistics of imperfect wireless channels between sensors and the
fusion center along with some physical layer design parameters
are incorporated in the localization algorithm. We call this ap-
proach “channel-aware target localization.” ML target location
estimators are derived for different wireless channel models and
receiver architectures. Furthermore, we derive the Cramér-Rao
lower bounds (CRLBs) for our proposed channel-aware ML
location estimators. Simulation results are presented to show that
the performance of the channel-aware ML location estimators
are quite close to their theoretical performance bounds even
with relatively small number of sensors and their performance is
superior compared to that of the channel-unaware ML estimators.

Index Terms—Cramér-Rao lower bound, imperfect commu-
nication channels, target localization, wireless sensor networks
(WSNs).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the recent advances in wireless sensor network
(WSN) research, applications employing WSNs have

become quite popular. Target localization is one of the impor-
tant applications involving WSNs. A WSN employs low-cost
densely deployed sensors that have very limited resources, such
as energy and communication bandwidth. They also have lim-
ited sensing and communication ranges. Therefore, issues that
are related to these limitations and specific to the application
have to be resolved before using WSNs in a certain application.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of target localization
employing homogeneous low-cost and low-power wireless sen-
sors densely deployed in an area of interest. These sensors re-
port to a fusion center by sending their quantized measurements
over wireless channels and the fusion center estimates the posi-
tion of the target based on received observations. In this frame-
work, there are unavoidable imperfections one can not neglect.
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First of all, wireless communication channels between sensors
and the fusion center are not perfect. Second, sensors have in-
herent limitations imposed by the current technology in terms
of sensing range, computational capability and energy. Some
methods have already been developed in the literature to solve
target localization problems with networked wireless sensors
[4]–[12]. However, to the best of our knowledge, existing local-
ization algorithms do not address both of the above limitations
at the same time. In [4]–[8], the signals received by the fusion
center are modeled as analog measurements corrupted by white
Gaussian noise (WGN). This scheme is not practical for many
wireless sensor networks since limited communication within
the network is desired to conserve available resources, such as
energy and bandwidth. In [9]–[12], target localization methods
have been developed based on quantized sensor data assuming
perfect communication channels between sensors and the fusion
center. Usually, in a target localization scenario, a large number
of sensors is deployed in a particular area where a line-of-sight
between sensors and the fusion center is not always guaranteed.
Therefore, wireless communication is carried out via long-range
communication schemes rather than bluetooth or infrared, re-
sulting in lower fidelity. Furthermore, considering the severe re-
source constraints (energy and bandwidth), each sensor has to
transmit a low-power signal at a low data rate to communicate
with the fusion center. Error correction coding can be used as a
solution to mitigate wireless channel imperfections. However, it
results in extra communication overhead which in turn increases
energy and bandwidth consumption. Here as an alternative, we
focus on developing efficient localization algorithms incorpo-
rating the imperfect nature of communication channels as well
as based on the constraints of limited resources in a WSN. In this
paper we show that, for a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
a given number of sensors, the degradation in the localization
performance resulting from nonideal communication channels
can be significantly overcome by employing channel-aware data
processing at the fusion center.

A generic system model where a number of wireless sensors
are employed for target localization is shown in Fig. 1. Sensors
receive and process raw measurements, quantize them, and then
send quantized measurements via fading and noisy channels to
a fusion center. The fusion center fuses the received local sensor
measurements using a target localization algorithm to obtain an
estimate of the target location. The issue of wireless channel im-
perfections in the context of distributed detection problems has
been investigated in [13]–[19]. However, except for our previous
work in [20], wireless channel imperfections in the context of
target location estimation have not been analyzed explicitly in
the literature. In [20], each channel link between sensors and the
fusion center was modeled as an independent hard decoding
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Fig. 1. Generic system model. � is the raw sensor measurement of the �th sensor, � is the quantized sensor measurement, and �� is the channel-corrupted
sensor measurement received by the fusion center from the �th sensor, where � � �� � � � � � .

link resulting in a binary symmetric channel (BSC) model. Our
goal here is to extend the analysis in [20] to a more general
framework where we develop location estimation algorithms
and their CRLBs incorporating various physical layer param-
eters, namely realistic wireless fading channel statistics as well
as different reception and decoding strategies. We also eval-
uate the performance of the proposed target localization algo-
rithms which provides some insights for the design of the phys-
ical layer of the network. Furthermore, in order to investigate
the robustness of the proposed localization algorithms, we carry
out a sensitivity analysis with respect to various possible model
mismatches in the system. It is important to note that we incor-
porate imperfect channel statistics rather than complete instan-
taneous channel state information (CSI) (instantaneous com-
plex channel gain information [24], or equivalently the instanta-
neous amplitude and phase of the channel) in our channel-aware
target localization algorithms, since the latter may be too costly
to determine, especially for a resource constrained WSN. Al-
though our approach is more general than only dealing with
channel imperfections, we refer to our developed algorithms as
“channel-aware” as they incorporate channel statistics whereas
the algorithms which assume perfect channels will be referred
to as “channel-unaware” throughout the rest of the paper.

In Section II, the problem of target localization in a WSN is
formulated. We derive three different channel-aware ML target
localization algorithms along with their corresponding CRLBs
in Section III. The first localization algorithm employs a hard-
decoding link design and incorporates the bit error probabili-
ties of the channel which is modeled as a binary channel (BC)
(note that although BSC is a very general model, it is only a spe-
cial case of BC), whereas the second and the third localization
algorithms are specifically developed for soft-decoding link de-
signs assuming Rayleigh fading channels with phase coherent
and phase noncoherent reception, respectively. In Section IV,
some simulation results are provided to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of our developed localization algorithms. We also com-
pare the performance of our algorithms with each other under
identical conditions in order to gain some insight about the im-
pact of physical layer on localization performance. Finally, con-
cluding remarks are presented in Section V.

Fig. 2. The target in a grid deployed sensor field.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we are interested in localizing a
target in a wireless sensor network environment where densely
deployed homogeneous and low-cost wireless sensors are em-
ployed. All the sensors report to a fusion center which estimates
the target location based on local sensor observations. Sensors
can be deployed in any manner since our approach is capable
of handling any kind of deployment as long as the location
information for each sensor is available at the fusion center.
However, in this paper, without loss of generality we assume
that the sensors are deployed in a grid for simplicity.

The target is assumed to be any source that follows the power
attenuation model, such as an acoustic source. We thus use an
acoustic signal attenuation model to represent the observed
power that is emitted by the target [10]. Our signal attenuation
model is based on the fact that an acoustic omnidirectional
point source emits signals that attenuate at a rate inversely
proportional to the distance from the source if the propagation
is through ground surface [1]–[7].
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At any given time, the signal power received at a sensor fol-
lows a power decay model which is a function of the distance
between the target and the sensor:

(1)

where denotes the target signal power at a reference distance
of , is the signal decay exponent which is approximately
2 for detection distances 1 km [1], [2], and is the distance
between the target and the sensor

(2)

Here, and are the coordinates of the sensor
and the target, respectively. In this paper, without loss of gener-
ality, we assume that the reference distance . It is known
that for a given acoustic localization scenario, estimates of
can be obtained via experimental data [1]-[2]. In [1], it was ver-
ified experimentally that (without wind/turbulence effects and
reverberation due to large obstacles) the decay exponent, , is
approximately 2 and this value is assumed in this paper to il-
lustrate the effectiveness of our algorithms. Note also that the
acoustic model in (1) is limited to scenarios where wind/turbu-
lence effects are negligible and reverberation due to large obsta-
cles, such as rocky hills and buildings, is minimal [1]–[3], [6],
[7]. The fusion center is assumed to know the locations of the
sensors. At each sensor, the received signal amplitude is given
by

(3)

where is the true measurement corrupted by the noise
term, , modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
i.e., , which represents the cumulative effects
of sensor background noise and the modeling error of acoustic
signal parameters. We assume that sensor noises as well as
wireless links between the sensors and the fusion center are
independent across sensors, and is known. Note that the
noise statistics can also be empirically determined for a specific
application. The sensor signal model given in (3) results from
averaging time samples of the received acoustic energy. The
interested reader is referred to [1], [3], [6], [7] for the details.
Although it is not a requirement for our approach to work, the
sensors are assumed to have identical noise variances for sim-
plicity. At each sensor, the received signal is quantized before
being sent to the fusion center. Quantization is done locally at
the sensors in order to decrease the communication burden on
the sensors thereby reducing energy consumption. The quan-
tized observation model at sensor is the following:

...
...

.

(4)

Here, is the quantized measurement of the sensor and
are the predetermined thresholds for a

bit quantizer. Note that and . Based on (4),
the transmitted observations from sensors to the fusion center

can be denoted in vector form as ,
where the superscript denotes the transpose operation and
is the total number of sensors deployed in the area of interest.
Here, is the parameter vector that needs to be
estimated. Using the sensor observation model in (3) with the
Gaussian noise assumption and the quantization model in (4), it
is easy to derive , the probability of a quantized sensor
measurement taking a specific value conditioned on the target
location:

...
...

(5)
where is the complementary distribution function of the
standard Gaussian distribution defined as

(6)

If one neglects the effects of unreliable wireless channels be-
tween sensors and the fusion center, then the fusion center could
be assumed to receive an exact replica of in order to perform
the assigned task, which is location estimation in this paper.
However, this assumption is not always valid for a WSN be-
cause of the reasons explained in Section I, i.e., the channels
between wireless sensors and the fusion center are unreliable.
Let denote the observation vector at the fusion center after
transmission through the imperfect channels

(7)

where s are the quantized sensor measurements corrupted
by the imperfect wireless channels. The fusion center needs to
estimate the source location based on .

III. LOCATION ESTIMATION BASED ON CHANNEL STATISTICS

For a WSN, one has the flexibility to design the communi-
cation link layer and different design choices result in different
performance in terms of location estimation accuracy. The func-
tions of the link layer that need to be designed include modu-
lation schemes, data encryption techniques, transceiver archi-
tectures and decoding schemes at the receiver. In this section,
we assume that the channel model is fixed and analyze different
decoding strategies at the fusion center. There are two different
link layer designs that can be utilized depending on the decoding
scheme at the fusion center. The fusion center can either make
a hard decision for each bit before performing the localization
task or use received measurements directly to estimate the lo-
cation. The former and the latter link layer designs are called
hard-decoding link and soft-decoding link, respectively. Given
a hard-decoding link, if the communication channel statistics
and the parameters of the network physical layer are known, the
probability of making a wrong decision can be calculated and
the corresponding channel can be modeled as a binary-channel
(BC). We analyze the system assuming BCs for hard-decoding
links. As for the soft-decoding links, we assume Rayleigh flat
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Fig. 3. Binary channel.

fading channels between sensors and the fusion center, and fur-
ther consider two different reception techniques which are phase
coherent and phase noncoherent reception. The former recep-
tion technique requires phase information of the received signal
whereas the latter does not, and depending on the reception tech-
nique, different sensor signaling schemes need to be adopted.
The tradeoffs between these two reception techniques will be
discussed in the next section. Given a WSN, the assumption of
Rayleigh flat fading channels is quite reasonable because of ho-
mogeneous scattering background and operation at short ranges
with low duty cycles (energy and bandwidth constraints) [16].
Note that for a soft-decoding link, both the knowledge of the
channel statistics and the physical layer parameters need to be
incorporated directly in the localization algorithm since no hard
decision is made beforehand.

To summarize, we develop three different target location
estimation algorithms and derive their performance bounds
(CRLBs) for three different link layer designs, namely, the BC,
Rayleigh fading channel with coherent reception, and Rayleigh
fading channel with noncoherent reception.

A. Hard-Decoding Binary Channel (BC)

A general binary channel model with bit error probabilities
and is shown in Fig. 3. It is easy to see that the received obser-
vation models at the fusion center are dependent on the channel
statistics, i.e., on and . Here, we assume, for simplicity, that
each channel between the sensors and the fusion center has iden-
tical bit error probabilities and channel links are independent of
each other. However, note that our methodology will still work
for more general BC models, i.e., even if different channels have
different bit error probabilities.

Using the channel model in Fig. 3, the probability of a re-
ceived sensor observation taking a specific value , given
the target location, can be written as

(8)

where the result , due to the fact that
, and form a Markov chain, has been used. Note that

channel statistics is represented by the first term in the summa-
tion in (8). For example, given a target location , if
is used to send the measurements through a BC, the proba-
bility of a received observation from sensor being equal to 1
is . For

, the channel statistics depend on whether a bit-by-bit or a
symbol-by-symbol decoding is carried out at the receiver. In this
paper, without loss of generality, we assume that the decoding
at the receiver is done on a bit-by-bit basis as also described

in Section IV-A. Since sensor noises and wireless links are as-
sumed to be independent, the likelihood function at the fusion
center can be written as

(9)

Using (9), it is straightforward to derive the log-likelihood func-
tion of ,

(10)

The ML target location estimator, , is now the solution of the
following maximization problem:

(11)

Note that the only parameters the fusion center needs to know in
order to localize the target are the received signal decay model,
the sensor locations and the binary channel statistics, i.e., and

. All of these parameters can be predetermined by performing
off-line experiments. If coherent reception is employed at the
fusion center, the receiver needs to estimate the channel phase
only. Channel gain does not need to be estimated. As for the
noncoherent reception case, the receiver does not need to es-
timate neither the channel phase nor the channel gain. There-
fore, in either reception scenario, there is no need to determine
complete instantaneous CSI for each received signal in order
to perform the localization task. The Cramér-Rao lower bound
(CRLB) for this estimation problem is obtained and stated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 1: For any unbiased estimator , the CRLB is
given by

(12)

in which is the Fisher information matrix (FIM) given for the
BC as follows:

(13)

where the term is given in (8). The operator in (13)
is the gradient operator expressed as

(14)

The expression for the gradient term in (13) is

(15)
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in which

(16)

and

(17)

Proof: See Appendix A.
The CRLBs for the target signal power and the target loca-

tion coordinates, , and , are the diagonal elements of the
inverse FIM, respectively, i.e.

(18)

B. Soft-Decoding in Rayleigh Fading Channel With Coherent
Reception

Here, we consider a discrete-time Rayleigh flat fading
channel with a stationary and ergodic complex gain of
between the th sensor and the fusion center. Note that and

denote the fading envelope and the phase of the channel, re-
spectively. It is assumed that the channel gain remains constant
during a symbol transmission and channels are independent
of each other. We further simplify the analysis by assuming
binary signaling and replace {0,1} by { 1,1} in
(4), so that the effect of the fading channel reduces to a real
scalar multiplication for phase coherent reception [16]. This is
illustrated by using the received signal model for sensor

(19)

where is a zero-mean complex Gaussian noise with indepen-
dent real and imaginary parts having identical variance , i.e.,

. Note that the notation represents com-
plex Gaussian distribution. Without loss of generality, we make
the assumption of Rayleigh fading channels with unit power,
i.e., , therefore . Using the knowl-
edge of the channel phase at the receiver, the observation model
at the fusion center for the th sensor can be obtained as

(20)

Since follows a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
distribution, the noise term in (20) is real WGN with vari-
ance , i.e., . With the unit power

Rayleigh fading channel assumption, the probability density
function (PDF) of is given as:

(21)

Then, it is straightforward to obtain the conditional PDF
, i.e., the PDF of the transmitted signal given

sensor observation :

(22)

Following the above assumptions and the same procedure, the
conditional PDF has already been derived in [16] and
given as follows:

(23)

where . Then, it is easy to obtain

(24)

where the terms in the summation are given in (23) and (5),
respectively.

Following the same procedure as in the previous section, the
log-likelihood function of as well as the corresponding ML
estimator of the target location, , can be derived as follows:

(25)

(26)

In this case, the fusion center needs to estimate the phase of
the received signal in addition to the required knowledge about
the received signal decay model, the sensor locations and the
Rayleigh fading channel statistics. Note that for a given surveil-
lance environment, fading channel statistics can be derived off-
line via experimental data [22]. Details and discussions about
how to obtain wireless channel statistics can be found in [22].
Incorporation of the Rayleigh fading channel statistics into the
localization algorithm eliminates the need for estimating instan-
taneous channel gain, , for each received signal. The CRLB
for this estimation problem is also obtained and stated in the fol-
lowing theorem.

Theorem 2: For any unbiased estimator , the CRLB is
given by in which is
the FIM and it is given for the Rayleigh fading channel with
coherent reception as follows:

(27)
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The expression for the gradient term in (27) is

(28)

where the conditional PDF and the partial derivative
terms are given in (23) and (16), respectively.

Proof: See Appendix B.
It should be mentioned that closed forms for the integrals in

(27) do not exist. Therefore, numerical integration methods are
needed for evaluating the elements of the FIM.

C. Soft-Decoding in Rayleigh Fading Channel With
Noncoherent Reception

Assuming the same wireless channel conditions and binary
signaling as in Section III-B, here we analyze our third link
layer design scenario where phase noncoherent reception is em-
ployed at the fusion center. We assume that energy detection
(ED) is employed at the receiver as it is a low-cost and widely
used noncoherent detection scheme [23]. Therefore, for a bi-
nary signaling scheme, it is natural to utilize ON/OFF signaling
at the sensors where they remain silent for . Therefore,
unlike the coherent reception case in Section III-B, we return to

rather than { 1,1}. Then the received signal model
for sensor before ED is given as

(29)

where , and (unit power
Rayleigh fading channel). After ED, the observation model at
the fusion center for the th sensor is simply , where

indicates the magnitude of a complex number. Then, it is
easy to obtain the conditional PDF

(30)

Similar to the previous section, the conditional PDF
can be written as

(31)

The same analysis as in the previous two sections can be ap-
plied here to find the log-likelihood function of and the cor-
responding ML estimator of the target location

(32)

(33)

Note that in this case, the fusion center does not need to es-
timate the phase of the received signal. The only parameters
the fusion center need to know are the received signal decay
model, the sensor locations and the Rayleigh fading channel sta-
tistics. Therefore, instantaneous CSI need not be determined.

The CRLB for this estimation problem is also obtained and
stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3: For any unbiased estimator , the CRLB is
given by in which is
the FIM and it is given for the Rayleigh fading channel with
noncoherent reception as follows:

(34)

The expression for the gradient term in (34) is

(35)

where the conditional PDF and the partial derivative
terms are given in (30) and (16), respectively.

Proof: See Appendix C.
As in the previous section, closed forms for the integrals in

(34) do not exist. Therefore numerical integration methods are
needed for evaluating the elements of the FIM.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we provide some simulation results to assess
the performance of our channel aware target localization ap-
proach developed in Section III, for three different link layer
designs. Sensors are assumed to be grid deployed in a 200 m
200 m area as shown in Fig. 2. Target is assumed to be located
at and is used as the target
signal power defined in (1), i.e., . Note that
depending on the choice of sensor locations and the target pa-
rameter vector, , resulting CRLBs and therefore the localiza-
tion performance will be different since CRLBs are functions
of both the target parameters and the sensor locations. For sim-
plicity, each sensor is assumed to employ identical thresholds
for quantization, hence the sensor index is omitted in . We
also assume that sensor background noise has unit power, i.e.

.
The evaluations of integrals in (27) and (34) for CRLB calcu-

lations are carried out using composite Simpson’s rule [25]. For
the maximization of the likelihood functions, a two-step proce-
dure is adopted in order to minimize the risk of converging to
a local maximum. We first perform a coarse grid search within
the surveillance region and a reasonable interval of target signal
power to find an approximate maximum point. This point is
then used to initialize a simplex search algorithm provided by
MATLAB to perform the final maximization.

First, in Section IV-A, we evaluate the performance of our
channel-aware location estimation algorithm assuming hard-de-
coding links and imperfect channel conditions, namely BCs,
and perform a comparison with the existing channel-unaware
location estimation algorithm which assumes hard decoding
links with perfect channel conditions. For simplicity, we further
assume that probability of making a wrong decision for each
bit is identical, i.e., bit-error-rate (BER) , forming
a BSC model. Second, in Section IV-B, we evaluate the per-
formance of our channel-aware location estimators assuming
soft-decoding links (coherent and noncoherent) and show the
performance gains by employing the soft-decoding receiver
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Fig. 4. RMS errors of channel-aware and channel-unaware ML estimation
methods using binary data compared to their theoretical CRLB in me-
ters. Dash: channel-unaware CRLB with perfect channels, dash-diamond:
channel-unaware ML with perfect channels, solid line: channel-aware CRLB
with imperfect channels, dash-square: channel-aware ML with imperfect
channels, dash-circle: channel-unaware ML with imperfect channels (BER
� � � � ��� for imperfect channel cases, �� � � � � �������, � � ���).

architecture. Note that without obtaining CSI, it is impossible
to employ channel-unaware target localization algorithms
using a soft-decoding scheme since soft-decoding requires the
use of channel statistics; this is another advantage gained by
incorporating channel statistics in the localization algorithm.
In Section IV-C, we investigate the effects of link-layer designs
on localization performance. Finally, in Section IV-D we carry
out a sensitivity analysis of our developed algorithms to errors
in prior information for various system parameters.

A. Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC)

Note that the error probability for each transmitted bit is iden-
tical for a BSC, i.e., . Fig. 4 depicts both the moti-
vation behind our channel-aware target localization approach
and the significant performance gain achieved by this approach.
First, we demonstrate two different scenarios in which we in-
vestigate the performance of the channel-unaware ML estimator
which assumes that the communication channels are perfect,
i.e., . In other words, the channel-unaware ML esti-
mator does not incorporate channel statistics information at all,
which is the case for the estimators developed in the literature
so far. In the first scenario, all the channels are modeled as per-
fect whereas in the second scenario the channels are modeled as
BSCs with bit BERs equal to 0.1. Note that details about quanti-
zation threshold design along with some robust approaches can
be found in [10]. Throughout our simulations, we have used the
same quantization thresholds as those used in [10].

In Fig. 4, the performance of the channel-unaware ML es-
timator using binary data for these two different scenarios is
shown as a function of the number of sensors employed, .
CRLB for the channel-unaware ML estimator (channel-unaware
CRLB) is also provided as a performance measure. Since binary
data is used, there is only one threshold, , and it is set to 1.7
for the 1-bit quantization [10]. Root mean square (RMS) error is

Fig. 5. RMS errors of channel-aware and channel-unaware ML estima-
tion methods using quaternary data compared to channel-aware CRLB in
meters. Dash: channel-unaware CRLB with perfect channels, dash-dia-
mond: channel-unaware ML with perfect channels, solid line: channel-aware
CRLB with imperfect channels, dash-square: channel-aware ML with im-
perfect channels, dash-circle: channel-unaware ML with imperfect channels
(� � � � ���, �� � � � � �������, � � ����, � � ���, � � ����).

used as the performance criterion and each RMS value is com-
puted based on 1000 Monte-Carlo trials. As is clearly seen in
Fig. 4, the channel-unaware ML estimator has significant perfor-
mance degradation for the scenario when channels are not per-
fect. This result is the main motivation behind our work in this
paper. As a second demonstration in Fig. 4, the performance of
the channel-aware ML estimator using binary data is compared
with its theoretical CRLB as a function of the number of sen-
sors, . All the parameters are kept the same as those used in the
channel unaware scenarios. It is clearly seen that as the number
of sensors increases, the performance of the channel-aware ML
estimator improves and converges to the CRLB. Even when the
number of sensors is relatively small, the performance of the ML
estimator is quite close to the CRLB. It is also obvious that the
performance of the channel-aware ML estimator is much better
compared to the channel-unaware ML estimator when channels
are imperfect. Furthermore, the channel-aware CRLB provides
a much tighter performance bound for the target location estima-
tion problem with imperfect channels. To summarize, we were
able to move the performance towards that of the ideal perfect
channel case via channel-aware processing as seen in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5, the performance of the channel-aware ML esti-
mator using quaternary data, i.e., , is compared with the
theoretical CRLB as a function of the number of sensors em-
ployed. For this scenario, we assume that the decoding at the
receiver is done on a bit-by-bit basis forming a channel model
where two BSCs are used in parallel. All the parameters except
quantization thresholds are kept the same as the case for Fig. 4.
Quantization thresholds for the quaternary data are identical for
each sensor and they are set to 0.82, 1.7, and 2.72, respectively,
[10]. Very similar to the case in Fig. 4, the performance of the
channel-aware ML estimator improves very quickly and con-
verges to the CRLB as increases. In addition, the performance
of the channel-aware ML estimator is extremely close to CRLB
even when the amount of data is relatively small. Channel-aware
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Fig. 6. RMS errors of channel-aware and channel-unaware ML estimation
methods using binary data compared to channel-aware CRLB in meters with
respect to different bit error probabilities. Solid line: channel-aware CRLB,
dash-square: channel-aware ML, dash-circle: channel-unaware ML (� � ���,
�� � � � � ���� ���).

processing again allows us to move towards the ideal perfect
channel case as seen in Fig. 5. Note also that the performance of
the channel-aware ML estimator using quaternary data is better
compared to that using binary data as expected since the former
provides more information about the target location.

Next, the performances of channel-aware and channel-un-
aware ML estimators are compared for different bit error proba-
bilities, in Fig. 6. In this case, both estimators use binary data
to estimate the target location and the number of sensors,
is set to 144. As can be seen in the figure, the performance of
the channel-unaware ML estimator degrades significantly as the
channel gets worse, i.e., as and increase. However, the per-
formance of the channel-aware ML estimation approach is quite
robust to imperfections of the wireless channels since channel
statistics has been included in the estimation process.

Fig. 7 shows CRLBs for the channel-aware ML estimator
using binary data with respect to the complete range of pos-
sible bit-error probabilities. The CRLB approaches infinity as

and approaches its minimum as and .
This is an expected result since the CRLB is computed assuming
perfect knowledge of channel statistics at the fusion center. As

, the channels are completely random and there is
much larger uncertainty. As and , the channel
becomes less uncertain resulting in smaller CRLB values.

B. Rayleigh Fading Channel

Similar to the previous section, we evaluate the performance
of our channel-aware target localization algorithms developed
for Rayleigh fading soft-decoding links by comparing them with
their theoretical CRLBs. Fig. 8 shows RMS errors of target lo-
cation estimates based on 1000 Monte Carlo trials along with
their corresponding CRLBs as a function of the number of sen-
sors, for phase coherent and phase noncoherent reception sce-
narios. Both simulations are performed assuming unit power
Rayleigh fading channels, i.e., , and the same average

Fig. 7. CRLB as a function of bit error probability (� � ���, �� � � � �
�������).

Fig. 8. RMS errors of channel-aware ML estimation methods for Rayleigh
fading channel with coherent and noncoherent receptions compared to
channel-aware CRLBs in meters. Solid line: channel-aware CRLB for coherent
reception, dash-square: channel-aware ML for coherent reception, dash:
channel-aware CRLB for noncoherent reception, dash-circle: channel-aware
ML for noncoherent reception (Channel 	�
 � �� ��, �� � � � � �������).

channel SNR which is 10 dB. Note that the coherent recep-
tion scenario employs antipodal signaling with unit amplitude

whereas the noncoherent reception scenario
employs ON/OFF signaling . As is clearly seen
from the figure, similar to the BSC scenario, channel-aware
target location estimators for soft-decoding links achieve their
CRLBs using relatively small number of sensors. For the same
channel SNR and the same number of sensors, the localization
performance of the noncoherent receiver is worse than that of
the coherent receiver since the latter incorporates phase infor-
mation of the received signal. Here, the tradeoff is the need for
the exact knowledge of the phase of the channel resulting in
extra energy consumption and the complexity of the receiver
since noncoherent ED does not need any phase information and
requires a low-cost and simpler receiver architecture compared
to existing phase-coherent receivers.
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C. Comparison of Link Layer Designs

To better understand the effect of link layer design on lo-
calization performance, different link layer design schemes
need to be compared under identical channel conditions. The
link layer designs we compare are 1) Rayleigh fading coherent
soft-decoding link with channel-aware processing, 2) Rayleigh
fading noncoherent soft-decoding link with channel-aware pro-
cessing, 3) Rayleigh fading coherent hard-decoding link with
channel-aware processing, 4) Rayleigh fading coherent hard-de-
coding link with channel-unaware processing, 5) Rayleigh
fading noncoherent hard-decoding link with channel-aware
processing and 6) Rayleigh fading noncoherent hard-decoding
link with channel-unaware processing. Note that the type of
the localization algorithm employed at the fusion center is
also assumed to be a part of the link layer design parameter
for comparison purposes. It is assumed that binary signaling
is employed for all scenarios. Note that as long as channel
statistics are known, any hard-decoding link can be modeled
as a BC by deriving its corresponding bit error probabilities
as a function of average channel SNR. Then, the localiza-
tion algorithm developed in Section III-A can be utilized to
evaluate the performance. Therefore, given a particular com-
munication channel, in order to perform a comparison between
hard-decoding links and soft-decoding links, the corresponding
bit error probabilities need to be derived to be used in the
localization algorithm for the hard-decoding link, i.e., the
corresponding BC link. It is shown in [23] that for antipodal
signaling (BPSK), where , hard-decoding link forms
a binary symmetric channel (BSC) and the error probability
for the corresponding fading channel is given as

(36)

where and is the power spectral den-
sity (PSD) of the additive noise. The expression in (36) can be
used to calculate the BER as a function of SNR for Rayleigh
fading coherent hard-decoding links. In addition, we derive
for a Rayleigh fading noncoherent hard-decoding link using
ON/OFF signaling and state it in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: For ON/OFF signaling scheme, where either
or is transmitted, the error probability is given by

(37)

where

(38)

(39)

and .

Fig. 9. RMS errors of channel-aware ML estimation methods for different
average channel SNRs. Dash line: coherent soft-decoding link, dash-circle:
coherent hard-decoding link with channel-aware processing, solid-cross:
coherent hard-decoding link with channel-unaware processing, solid: nonco-
herent soft-decoding link, solid-square: noncoherent hard-decoding link with
channel-aware processing, solid-plus: noncoherent hard-decoding link with
channel-unaware processing (� � ���, � � ���, �� � � � � �������).

Proof: See Appendix D.
Note that noncoherent reception for a Rayleigh fading hard-

decoding link results in a binary nonsymmetric channel model.
We should also state that the BER vs. SNR curve obtained using
(37) matches the curve obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.

Fig. 9 gives the RMS errors of target location estimates
for six different link layer designs with respect to average
channel SNR. It is clear from the figure that coherent receivers
outperform noncoherent receivers in terms of localization per-
formance no matter which decoding scheme and/or processing
algorithm is used. It is interesting to see that the performance
of the coherent hard-decoding link with channel-aware and
channel-unaware approach is always better than that of all
noncoherent link layer designs including soft-decoding and
hard-decoding links with channel-aware processing. Further-
more, the performance degradation caused by noncoherent
reception is more significant for small SNR values. As can
be seen from the figure, noncoherent hard-decoding link with
channel-unaware approach requires a much higher SNR value
to reach its asymptotic performance compared to other link
layer designs. This result indicates that if the employed receiver
is noncoherent, channel-aware processing is crucial for good
performance even when the channel SNR is relatively high.
Since coherent receivers are more expensive to build and op-
erate, a design choice can be made to optimize the performance
depending on the channel conditions, available resources and
tolerable RMS errors for a specific target localization appli-
cation. It is also important to note that soft-decoding schemes
always perform better than the corresponding hard-decoding
schemes, which would not be possible without a channel-aware
approach. Using channel statistics in the localization algo-
rithm allows us to use soft-decoding link designs resulting in
improved performance without adding any additional commu-
nication cost.
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Fig. 10. Dash line: coherent soft-decoding link, dash-circle: coherent hard-decoding link with channel-aware processing, solid-cross: coherent hard-decoding link
with channel-unaware processing (� � ���, � � ���, �� � � � � �������).

D. Sensitivity Analysis

Since the mismatches in the assumed prior information can
affect the localization performance, we carry out a sensitivity
analysis to analyze the robustness of the developed localization
algorithms. The number sensors, , is set to 100. We consider
only the coherent reception case where we keep the nominal
parameters the same as in Section IV-B, and simulate the ef-
fects of deviations from the nominal values of four different pa-
rameters, namely the signal decay exponent , sensor loca-
tions , Rayleigh fading channel power and the
channel phase , for . The deviation is assumed
to be uniformly distributed in the interval centered at the true
values. is considered to be for the signal decay
exponent, for sensor locations, for
Rayleigh fading channel power and for the
channel phase. The results are illustrated in Figs. 10(a)–10(d).
Results in Fig. 10(a) suggest that the value of the signal decay
exponent should be determined very accurately for an ac-
ceptable localization performance. Figs. 10(b)–10(d) show that
our developed channel aware algorithms are quite robust to er-
rors in sensor locations, Rayleigh fading channel statistics and
channel phase mismatches. Robustness to errors in sensor lo-
cations is due to the fact that quantized sensor observations are
used in the localization process and the number of sensors is

large enough to mitigate the effects of sensor location errors.
The results in Fig. 10(c), 10(d) are highly encouraging because
they show that channel model mismatches do not have any sig-
nificant effect on the performance of our developed channel
aware location estimation algorithms. Robustness of our algo-
rithms to channel statistics as well as the channel phases can be
explained by the diversity gained by employing a large number
of sensors.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, the target localization problem using a re-
source constrained WSN with imperfect wireless channels
was studied. We have developed a new target localization
approach based on ML estimation called channel-aware target
localization, which incorporates wireless channel information
as well as decoding scheme characteristics at the receiver, and
uses quantized sensor data. Three different ML target location
estimators have been developed for different link layer designs,
namely hard-decoding link modeled as a BC, Rayleigh fading
coherent soft-decoding link and Rayleigh fading noncoherent
soft-decoding link. In addition, we have derived CRLBs for
the developed channel-aware ML estimators and showed that
the performance of the estimators converges to their CRLBs
even with a relatively small number of sensors. We have also
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performed a comparison between channel-aware ML estimators
for various link layer designs in order to observe the effects
of physical layer parameters on the localization performance.
This type of comparison is useful at the design stage and can be
utilized to design parameters and functions of the physical layer
to optimize performance. Simulation results demonstrate that
coherent reception schemes perform better than noncoherent
reception schemes for both soft-decoding and hard-decoding
links. Furthermore, channel-aware target localization approach
makes it possible to employ soft-decoding links at the re-
ceiver resulting in improved performance over corresponding
hard-decoding links with no additional communication cost.
We have also shown by simulations that our channel-aware
target localization approach is quite robust to mismatches
between the physical system parameters (sensor locations,
channel statistics and channel phase) and the assumed system
parameters at the fusion center. Our work in this paper is the
first step towards considering the WSN system as a whole to
optimize the performance of a target localization application.
We show here that the physical layer of the network and the
localization algorithm at the fusion center should be designed
jointly for better localization performance.

Design of optimal local sensor thresholds to improve local-
ization performance is an important problem that needs to be
addressed. Additional physical layer parameters and functions
other than receiver characteristics such as different modulation
and coding schemes can also be incorporated in the localiza-
tion algorithm to increase the number of dimensions for per-
formance optimization. Furthermore, generalization of the de-
veloped channel aware localization algorithms to the multiple
target case is another extension that needs to be carried out.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

It is already known that the elements of FIM of a vector pa-
rameter are defined as

(40)

We first derive the (1,1) element of . By using (10), we have

(41)

(42)

Now, the negative expectation is calculated with respect to
:

(43)

The second term in (43) is

(44)

since . Therefore, the expectation reduces
to

(45)
It is easy to see that the partial derivative term in (45) is

(46)

We derive the following in a straightforward manner

(47)

As the conditional PDF in (5) is composed of
functions, we can use (47) to obtain

(48)

Following a similar procedure, it is easy to derive other ele-
ments of the FIM. The derivation is skipped here for the sake of
brevity.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

We first derive the (1,1) element of . By using (25), we have
the same expressions as in (41) and (42). Taking the negative
expectation and following a similar procedure as in Appendix A,
we have

(49)

Note that (49) utilizes the fact that received observation
is a real number and can take any value in for the
coherent soft-decoding scheme. Similar to the derivation in
Appendix A, the second term in (49) vanishes since

(50)
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Therefore, the final expectation is of the form

(51)
where the first term, has been provided by (24) and the
second term is given as

(52)

Note that in (52) has been derived in
Appendix A.

Other elements of the FIM can be derived easily following a
similar procedure. The derivation is skipped here for the sake of
brevity.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

We first derive the (1,1) element of . Following the same
procedures as in Appendices A–B, we have the final expression
for the negative expectation

(53)
where the fact that has been used. Simi-
larly, the expressions for the terms in the integration are already
derived in Section III-C and Appendix A, and other terms of the
FIM can be derived following the same procedure. The deriva-
tion is skipped here for the sake of brevity.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

The problem can be set as a binary hypotheses testing
problem for ON/OFF signaling in which the signal-plus-noise
hypothesis is tested against a noise-only hypothesis

. Omitting the time and the sensor index, let denote the
received sensor observation. Then

where and . Note that
. Hence, the distribution for both hypotheses can be

written as

(54)

Then, assuming equal prior probabilities
, the likelihood-ratio (LR) can be expressed as

(55)

After taking the logarithm of both sides and some manipula-
tions, the test statistics is obtained as follows:

(56)

Note that the test statistics is, in essence, the energy of the
received symbol, therefore the corresponding detector is called
the energy detector (ED). The expression on the right-hand side
of (56) is the detection threshold, which can be represented as

. Since is complex Gaussian distributed, it is easy to derive
the conditional PDFs

(57)

(58)

Then, the error probability is given by

(59)

which can be calculated with straightforward integration of (57)
and (58) to obtain

(60)

(61)

resulting in

(62)

where the average channel SNR is defined as
, in which .
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